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Trains of ultrashort laser pulses have been used to generate and to coherently control acoustic
phonons in bulk InSb. The coherent acoustic phonons have been probed via time-resolved x-ray
diffraction. The authors show that phonons of a particular frequency can either be enhanced or
canceled. They have carried out simulations to understand the size of the effects and the levels of
cancellation. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2734369�

Lasers producing femtosecond pulses offer the unique
possibility to control the structural dynamics of matter on the
atomic scale. They can be used to, e.g., excite coherent
acoustic and optical phonons, trigger phase transitions, or
initiate chemical reactions. X-rays are the ideal means to
probe the laser initiated atomic motion, since they provide
atomic resolution and are independent of the chemical envi-
ronment as they mainly interact with the core electrons.

Time-resolved x-ray diffraction �TXRD� has been ap-
plied to probe the generation of coherent acoustic phonons
by femtosecond lasers1–6 and how free carriers influence this
process, e.g., energy transfer via carrier diffusion.7,8 Coher-
ent optical phonons and folded phonons in periodic hetero-
structures have also been observed via TXRD.9–11 Nonther-
mal melting of semiconductors has been studied in
detail.12–15 The kinetics of other more subtle photoinduced
phase transitions16–19 have also been studied by TXRD.20–22

Coherent-control experiments in solid-state systems using
optical probes have been performed23–25 on the path towards
coherently controlling the structural phase of matter. For
most structural phase transitions, phonons drive the struc-
tural change. In order to be able to control these transitions it
is crucial to get a handle on the creation and annihilation of
phonons from selected modes. Lindenberg et al.26 showed
that the modulation of diffracted x-rays can be enhanced or
canceled by using two consecutive laser pulses instead of
one. A topic of discussion has been as to what extent the
enhanced x-ray modulation is due to increased laser fluence
�the two laser pulses had each the same energy as the single
pulse� rather than the control of atomic motion.

In the present experiment, we show that the change in
x-ray reflectivity indeed is due to a selective change in the
amplitude of particular phonon modes. This is achieved by
increasing the temporal window so that Fourier methods can
be applied, which enables us to show and discuss how inter-
ference takes place. We use a pulse train with variable delays
to modify the phonon spectrum. This yields a considerably
stronger enhancement of a selected mode compared to Lin-
denberg et al. We have used pulse trains with different
lengths which illustrates the importance of dephasing and
x-ray absorption in the visualization of acoustic phonons us-
ing TXRD. This shows how far the concept of enhancing
individual modes with multiple pulses can be taken. We have
also performed computer simulations to understand the effect

of the wave propagation into the crystal. We discuss the data
in the spatial, temporal, and spectral domains.

The setup at beamline D611, MAX-Lab is described in
detail elsewhere.27 Monochromatized radiation with a band-
width of �E /E=2�10−4 was used in the experiment. The
x-ray spot size was 250�150 �m2 and the divergence was
7�0.7 mrad2 �horizontal�vertical�. Laser pulses synchro-
nized to the MAX II electron storage ring with a duration of
40 fs and a center wavelength of 780 nm �1.5 eV� were used
for exciting the sample. The laser was operated at a repeti-
tion rate of 4.25 kHz. The energy per pulse in the pump
beam was 5 �J and the spot size was 0.9�0.5 mm2, result-
ing in a fluence of 1.4 mJ/cm2 �well below the damage
threshold�. A pulse train of up to 16 pulses separated by
25–100 ps was created by four consecutive Michelson inter-
ferometerlike delay stages using polarization optics to maxi-
mize throughput. A streak camera equipped with a CsI trans-
mission photocathode was used to record the time-resolved
x-ray intensity.28 A temporal window large enough to cover
the 400 ps x-ray pulse was chosen, yielding a resolution of
15 ps. The sample was a 600-�m-thick InSb crystal �direct
band gap of 0.18 eV�. It was cut at 8° to the �111� plane and
probed by 3630 eV x-ray radiation, yielding the incidence
and exit angles to be 17° and 33°, respectively.

We can think of the launched strain wave as being built
up by a range of acoustic phonon modes. The modes extend
throughout the crystal but due to the very large range of
frequencies involved they only interfere constructively in a
limited depth range. When we probe these phonons with
x-ray diffraction, we can in principle select a particular pho-
non frequency to visualize.2 A single excited phonon mode
modifies the Laue condition to kH−kI=G±Q, where kI and
kH are the wave vectors of incident and reflected x rays, G
the reciprocal lattice vector for the reflection used, and Q the
wave vector of the probed phonon. This will give rise to
sidebands of the rocking curve that oscillate in time with the
frequency of the phonon mode. In other words, we can
modify the modulus of kI and kH by changing the x-ray
energy, thereby probing a given Q and �. This has been
illustrated for symmetric and asymmetric cut samples by
Larsson et al.5 In order to probe a phonon mode with an
oscillation period of 50 ps, the x-ray energy used in the ex-
periment was ±9 eV off the rocking curve peak.

Results from four different excitation schemes are shown
in Fig. 1: a single pulse, four equidistant pulses separated by
50 ps �0, 50, 100, and 150 ps�, four nonequidistant pulses �0,
25, 100, and 125 ps�, and four equidistant pulses separated
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by 100 ps �0, 100, 200, and 300 ps�. In the case of the equi-
distant pulses separated by 50 ps the oscillation amplitude of
the reflectivity increases from pulse to pulse in contrast to
the single pulse data. In the case of the nonequidistant pulses
the oscillations are efficiently canceled after a half period.
When the exciting laser pulses are separated by twice the
period time, an enhancement is seen on every second phonon
period in the data. The enhancement in this case is less pro-
nounced compared to when the pulses have a one period
separation. This is because we probe a range of phonon
modes, not just a single one, and observe dephasing. Absorp-
tion of the x-rays also matters when coherent phonons are
probed in this way.

In an experiment, a range of phonon modes are visual-
ized due to the finite bandwidth of the monochromator. They
interfere constructively only in a limited spatial range where
the modes are in phase. This effect, known as dephasing,
limits the effective probe depth of the visualization. In our
case the bandwidth of �E /E=2�10−4 corresponds to a
0.7 eV width which is 8% of the offset of the x-ray energy
from the Bragg condition. This means that there is an 8% full
width at half maximum �FWHM� uncertainty in the probed
phonon frequency. This frequency uncertainty corresponds to
1.6 GHz for the observed 20 GHz oscillation. Assuming a
Gaussian shape, the dephasing time is 270 ps FWHM. Tak-
ing the sound speed in the direction perpendicular to the
surface of 3860 m/s into account we obtain a dephasing
depth of 1.1 �m.

Another factor reducing the probe depth is the x-ray ab-
sorption. In our experiments the linear absorption length of
the x-ray probe is 4.5 �m at 3630 eV, giving a probe depth
around 0.9 �m in this geometry. This is smaller but similar
to the distance over which dephasing occurs.

When we design pulse sequences in order to control the
visualized phonon modes, we are limited by probe depth.
The four-pulse train generated a strain wave extending over
approximately 600 nm in depth, the exact value depending
on whether an enhancement or cancellation scheme was
used. When we increase the pulse spacing to match every

other phonon period, the strain wave extends over a depth
larger than the probe depth, and therefore, the enhancement
is less pronounced which is in agreement with our result
displayed in Fig. 1. We also tried extending the train from
four to eight pulses. This also meant that the depth of the
strain profile was increased beyond the probe depth and did
not give a substantial enhancement of the x-ray signal.

Time-resolved x-ray diffraction simulations have been
made by numerically solving the Takagi-Taupin equation for
strained crystals.29,30 The laser generated strain consists of
two parts, a nonpropagating surface component and a propa-
gating acoustic wave, the latter being equivalent to a set of
coherent phonons. The surface strain is mainly due to ther-
mal expansion and relaxes by heat conduction. It has been
modeled using the heat conduction equation. The acoustic
wave is a response to the rapid surface expansion and has
been described by Thomsen et al.31 In order to illustrate the
phonon spectrum for different excitation schemes, the Fou-
rier transform of the calculated strain profile is shown in Fig.
2. The left column in Fig. 2 shows the strain profile after
250 ps for four schemes, and the center column shows the
corresponding temporal Fourier transforms. Compared to the
strain occurring from a single laser pulse, the strain compo-
nent at 20 GHz is larger in the cases of equidistant laser
pulses, both for 50 and 100 ps separations. In the case of
100 ps separation there is also a large strain component at
10 GHz. In the case of the nonequidistant laser pulses �25,
50, 100, and 125 ps�, there are many strain components, but
the component at 20 GHz is very small. The influence of
dephasing in our experiment is illustrated in the right column
of Fig. 2, where we see the strain from the visualized phonon
modes only. This was created by filtering the left column
with a frequency filter corresponding to the monochromator
bandwidth.

We have also analyzed the frequency content in our mea-
sured data. Figure 3 shows the temporal Fourier transforms
of the experimentally measured relative x-ray reflectivities
shown in Fig. 1. In the case of a single excitation pulse �solid
line�, there is a peak at 20 GHz, corresponding to a period
time of 50 ps, just as expected. For the case with four equi-
distant pulses separated by 50 ps �dotted line�, this peak is

FIG. 1. Measured �triangles on expansion side, circles on compression side�
and simulated �lines� modulated x-ray reflectivity: �a� pump with a single
laser pulse, �b� four equidistant pulses 50 ps apart, �c� four nonequidistant
pulses at 0, 25, 100, and 125 ps respectively, and �d� four equidistant pulses
100 ps apart.

FIG. 2. ��a�, �d�, �g�, and �j�� Calculated strain profiles after 250 ps, ��b�, �e�,
�h�, and �k�� Fourier transforms of the strain profiles 300 nm into the
sample, and ��c�, �f�, �i�, and �l�� strain profiles after band pass filtering with
the observed spectral window. Results are shown for �a�–�c� pump with a
single laser pulse, ��d�–�f�� four equidistant pulses 50 ps apart, ��g�–�i�� four
nonequidistant pulses at 0, 25, 100, and 125 ps, and ��j�–�l�� four equidistant
pulses 100 ps apart.
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doubled in amplitude, showing an increase of the probed
range of phonons. In the case of four equidistant pulses sepa-
rated by 100 ps �dash-dotted line�, the peak at 20 GHz is also
increased somewhat, but there is also a peak at 10 GHz,
corresponding to 100 ps. In the case with nonequidistant
pulses �dashed line�, the phonon mode at 20 GHz has been
canceled out and there is no clear peak at this frequency.

In conclusion, we have shown that individual phonon
modes can be driven to large amplitudes or canceled using a
train of laser pulses. This effect comes from interfering
waves. The two factors limiting the enhancement of phonons
of a given frequency are photoabsorption of the x rays and
dephasing of the finite range of phonon modes which are
visualized.
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FIG. 3. Fourier transform of the relative reflectivity shown in Fig. 1. Data
on the expansion side �triangles� have been used for the Fourier transform.
The widths of the peaks are a result of the Gaussian window function that
was used.
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